
Handling of rejections of pre-inspected item and warranty rejections 
1 Two kinds of rejection occur in case of pre-inspected supplies made by vendors. 

A. Pre-inspected material rejected by consignee at the time of receipt 
B. Material rejected in warranty. 

The methodology of handling these rejections are dealt with below: 
A. Pre-inspected material rejected by consignee at the time of receipt- 
(i) In case of rejection of pre-inspected good at consignee end, the material rejection 

advice/rejection memo should be sent by consignee to all concerned i.e. firm, purchaser, 
pre-inspecting agency, paying authority as per the contract etc. without fail. 

(ii) Financial recovery: In case payment has been made to the firm for the material, the 
concerned paying authority as per contract should note the rejection advice details in its 
recovery register for effecting recovery of payments made, as the case may be.  

(iii) If the firm desires to have joint inspection, joint inspection of rejected material will held 
with pre-inspecting agency and the firm. In case of failure of either of the two parties to 
associate with joint inspection, the joint inspection should be held by the consignee with 
whichever of the two parties comes for joint inspection. Irrespective of whether the party 
(ies) attend joint inspection or not, the modality of joint inspection etc will have to be 
completed with 21 days of communication of rejection advice to the supplier (in line with 
IRS conditions of contract clause 703). For imported material, the time limit will be 45 
days.     

(iv) Firm may be permitted to collect the rejected goods only after the firm has deposited the 
payments already made by Railway (if any) to the firm or equivalent amount has been 
recovered for this purpose.  

(v) In case of replacement supply against the rejected goods, the same should be pre-
inspected by same pre-inspecting agency who passed the material earlier. In line with 
IRS conditions of contract clause 703, no inspection charge will be paid by Railway to 
the inspection agency for the replacement supply.  

(vi) However, in case of component level rejection in an pre-inspected item(which is an 
assembly) the replacement supply of that component can be accepted based on firm’s 
internal inspection certificate/guarantee certificate and final inspection by consignee. 

B. Material rejected in warranty- 
I. Material are rejected in warranty in the following situations:  

(a) The material rejected was issued to the user (shop/shed etc) from its associate 
stores depot. 

(b) The material rejected was received by the user from a PU or from a stores depot 
which is not the associate stores depot of the user. 

Cat B.I(a): For warranty failure in shop/shed of material issued from its associate stores depot: 
All warranty claims will be lodged by the associate depot officer after getting the warranty 
rejected material from user under advice note of return stores with reasons of  warranty rejection 
indicated therein, Before lodging the warranty claim the associate depot officer will satisfy himself 
about the correctness of PO  and ensure that other details including reasons(s) of warranty 
rejection are available with the advice note of return stores. The warranty claim will be processed 
following procedure indicated in sub-para A(i),(ii),(iii) and (iv) of para 1.A. above except for the 
following changes: The ‘rejection advice’ mentioned in para 1.A(i) will be replaced by the 



‘warranty rejection advice’. The time which can be taken for the completion of modality of joint 
inspection as per para 1.A(iii) will be 45 days (instead of 21days) from the date of communication 
of rejection advice to the supplier. More time is being given for joint inspection because this is a 
case wherein supplies have already been taken into the usage system of Railway. Thus, either 
the pre-inspection agency or the firm or the railway may like to have a more detailed 
understanding of the failure. 
Cat B.I(b): For warranty failure in shop/shed of material received from PU (either under sale 
issue note or as a purchased component of rolling stock manufactured at the PU) or from a 
stores depot (under inter depot transfer/issue note) which is not the associate stores depot of the 
end user: 

(i) In such cases it may not be convenient for the end user to return the material to 
the stores depot (against which the original supply was made by the vendor to 
railway). Thus in all such cases, the warranty rejected material will be kept in 
safe custody by the end user and the stores depot (which received the original 
supply) will be advised by the end user about the warranty rejection duly 
indicating the reason(s) of rejection with a confirmation that the rejected material 
is under end user’s custody. 

(ii) The stores depot (which received the original supply) will raise warranty claim on 
the firm. Before lodging the warranty claim, the depot officer will satisfy himself 
about the correctness of PO and ensure that other details including reason(s) of 
warranty rejection are available from the end user. The warranty claim will be 
processed following procedure indicated in sub-pare A(i),(ii),(iii) and (iv) of para 
1.A above except for the following changes: the ‘rejection advice’ mentioned in 
para1.A(i) will be replaced by the ‘warranty rejection advice’. The time which can 
be taken for the completion of modality of joint inspection as per para 1.A(iii) will 
be 45 days (instead of 21 days) from the date of communication of rejection 
advice to the supplier. More time is being given for joint inspection because this 
is a case wherein supplies have already been taken into the usage system of 
Railways. Thus, either the pre-inspection agency or the firm or the railways may 
like to have a more detailed understanding of the failure. 

For imported material, the time limit in Cat. B.I(a) and Cat. B.I(b) will be 90 days. 
II. Warranty quantity replacement: The warranty quantity replacement will be accounted 

under warranty R-Not by the depot officer (which raised the the warranty claim as in sub-
para B.I(a) above). 
Financial recovery (if any made) against the warranty failure will be refunded to the firm 
on warranty quantity replacement. 

III. Inspection of the replacement supply against warranty rejection: 
(A) For cases of replacement supply against warranty failure falling in the category B.I(a) 

above, the replacement supply should normally be inspected by the same inspection  
agency which inspected and passed original supply. Thus for B.I(a), any change in 
inspecting authority for the warranty replacement will necessitate a formal amendment 
in contract. 

(B) In case of warranty rejection of item of the category B.I(b) above, it may in some cases 
be difficult to re-use the services of inspecting agency which passed the original 
supply. Similarly for some items, the end user/ consignee may not have the requisite 
inspection facility/expertise. 
Thus for warranty rejection falling in the category B.I(b) above:- 



(i) The replacement supply can be inspected by the same inspecting agency which 
inspected and passed the original supply. Payment of inspection charges will be 
borne by supplier. 
                                       OR 
The replacement supply can be inspected by authorised representative of 
consignee. 
                                        OR 
The replacement supply can be made by firms own internal inspection certificate 

(ii) The decision on the above will rest with the depot officer who raised the warranty 
claim and will be indicated in the warranty claim notice. 

(C) However in case the warranty failure is of a component of an assembly supplied , the 
component can be accepted on firm’s own Guarantee certificate/internal inspection 
certificate and consignee’s final inspection for both the categories (Cat. B.I(a) and Cat. 
B.I(b)) of warranty failure. 

(IV) Place of warranty replacement- For warranty replacement of category B.I(a), in order to 
ensure correct accountal of warranty replacement, the place of warranty replacement will be the 
depot which received the original supply .For warranty replacement or failure falling in category 
B.I(b) above, an exemption can be made and the place of replacement supply can be indicated 
by the depot officer (at his option) in the warranty claim notice to the firm to be the end user’s 
place. 
(V) For warranty replacement of the category B.I(b), due care will be taken by the end user 
to ensure that accountal of replacement supply etc. are properly taken care of. After settlement of 
warranty claim the rejected material will be handed over by the end user to the firm’s 
representative. The end user will also inform the depot officer who raised warranty claim about 
the replacement. 

2 At the option of the depot officer/end-user, rectification of the material rejected (under category 
1(A) and 1(B)) may be permitted within railway premises by the firm only after the firm has 
refunded the payment (if already made by Railway) or equivalent amount has been withheld for 
this purpose. However, from the date of communication of rejection advice, the rectification 
activity has to be completed within 21/45 days for indigenous/imported material respectively for 
rejection of the category 1(A) and 45/90 days for indigenous/imported material respectively for 
the rejection of the category 1(B). If more time is taken beyond this, applicable ground rent will be 
levied on the firm. 

 


